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It has been established toy W. C. Shapiro (So D Thesis M.X.T. Cambridge,
.., August 199^) that buoyant moored objects subjected to wave forces will
obey the equation of notion for forced vibrations with square 1 aw damping.
This equation may be expressed aa:
Mx" +- C2 x +• Kx s Pom cos o)t
An approxliaate solution for this non-linear equation has been presented
by Jacobean and It is this solution which was the basis for predicting hydro-
dynamic forces on the test model used in this study. The model is best de-
scribed aa a streamlined body of revolution, ellipsoidal 1y shaped but not
possessing fore and aft symmetry.
Experimental results obtained in the 90 ft wave tank of the M.l.T.
Hydrodynamics Laboratory confirmed that the approxliaate solution to the non-
linear equation did adequately describe the behavior of the object under the
Influence of wave forces.
As a result of the investigation it was possible to compare the hydro-
dynamic response of the test model to that of a spherical shape which was the
model for Shapiro's analysis of the problem.
The comparison revealed that for such shapes of equal volume in similar
wave and mooring conditions, the streamlined body would experience on the or-
der of 23$ smaller hydrodynamic force than the sphere.
This can be attributed, in large measure, to the greater drag resistance
of the streamlined shape as the mooring radius of oscillation is reduced. The
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radius of oscillation is oafined as the distance front the canter of gravity
of the body to the cession point at which the mooring lines are fixed to
the bottom* In forced oscillatory action it is the drag, or resistance,
which provides damping in the system. While the streamlined body has less
steady state drag resistance than the sphere, in oscillatory scored motion
the situation is reversed. Early fluid separation and consequent energy
loss in the esse of the oscillating streamlined body is believed to be the
primary reason for this increase in drag.
A second objective of the study was to determine the result of vary-
ing centerline depth of the body and to determine if an optimum depth for
shallow water mooring could be established. aocj>tlmuu depth was found,
but there was a depth of centerline submergence at which marttnun force
magnification occurred. This depth should be avoided. It was found that
the deepest possible depth would be most desirable although a necessary
limitation would be to require that the object be scored high enough so
that it did not strike bottom during the most violent oscillatory motion
anticipated.
The experimental procedure was to subject the model to wave forced
oscillations at centerline depths of l.Uo, 3.45 and 6.1*9 diameters varying
model weight through successive increments at each depth in order to pro-
duce variable natural frequencies.
The most interesting aspect of this study proved to be the variation
in the coefficient of drag for the oscillating submerged body 9B the radius
of oscillation was changed. The results indicated that an accurate deter*
mination of drag for this condition is essential to insure sound predictions
for its behavior in wave forced oscillation. Further study is suggested to
lsprove the method of evaluating the coefficient of drag as a function of
the radius of oscillation of a submerged body.
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Title: Associate Professor of Hydraulics
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A « Parameter defined by equation (25)
«
r
~ radial acceleration, ft/eee2
B i parameter defined by equation (26)
C 8 parameter defined by equation (33)
CQ I drag coefficient
C^ I inertia coefficient
e 5 flaming coefficient
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C2= square lav danplng coefficient
D " disaster, ft.
-p • eubecrlpt WD" referring to dreg
T s force lbe,
7 s centrifugal force, ibe.
V 1«kl»gft»e., lb..
f » wave frequency or forcing frequency, ops
fn » natural frequency, cpe
f^ " decked natural frequency, cpe
g = acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2
B » wave height, ft.
-H a subscript "H" referring to horisontal coaponent
a * total depth of water
I I sonant of inertia, slug ft2
J^e Wmm of inertia about object center of gravity, An* rf
-j x subscript "I" referring to inertia cosnonent
K » added sans coefficient
k a spring constant, Ins/ft.
L * wave length, ft.
X * noored radius of oscillation
M • ness of displaced fluid, slugs
Kg * alacKIng Hoaant, ft. las*
n s Bass of test object, slugs
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i subscript "o" referring to rigidly restrained conditions
P s driving force, lbs.
p s pressure, Ibe/ft/2
«. * daaped natural frequency, radians /aec
T s wave period, aae
t ** time, sac
u • horizontal component of particla velocity, ft/i
a
Vol - Volume, ttJ
— s aubecript
n
V" referring to vertical
V s vertical coaponent of particle velocity, ft/aec
X 5 coordinate parallel to direction of wave propagation
positive in direction of nave propagation, ft*
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S (delta) * logarithmic decrement, dashed free vibrations
V (nu) I kinematic viscosity, ft2/eec
7T (pi) = 3*iAl..-.
£ (rho) * density> slugs /ft*
o" (signs) • wave angular frequency, radians /sec
T (Teu) = torque, ft Iba.
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1. Purpose of Study
This study was undertaken to determine the effect of shape and center-
line depth on the dynamics of a moored submerged object in voter waves, a
problem which falls into the general class of forced vibrations dynamics.
A single moored buoyant object of streamlined, shape not possessing force
and aft symmetry was considered in this investigation. The object vill here-
inafter be referred to as an ellipsoidal shape. The mooring configuration
consisted of two essentially inelastic lines attached at either end of the
body which uniquely prescribed the path of motion in a plane parallel to
the direction of wave propogation.
motion of the object is due to a periodic wave force which is op-
posed by the inertia force of the object, the combination of buoyancy and
mooring system force, which acts as a spring (restoring force), and by vis-
cous effects of the fluid.
As in all vibration problems the most important dynamic parameter
is the ratio of forcing frequency to the natural frequency. The natural
frequency of the body when displaced from the equilibrium position in
still water, and then released, is a function of various characteristics
of the object and its mooring system. When the ratio of forcing frequen-
cy to natural frequency is near unity the system is said to be in reson-
ance. In the problem under consideration it was found that the mooring
forces and object motions depended to a large extent on the ratio of the
wave frequency to the natural frequency of the moored object.
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This investigation was carried forth as an extension of a previous
study conducted at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory of M.I.T. * ' in which a
precise analysis of a spherical shape was presented. As a result of the
present study it is possible to compare the hydrodynamic effects of wave
forces on a spherical and ellipsoidal shape with equivalent volumes.
An additional parameter introduced in the problem has been the varia-
tion of centerline depth of the ellipsoidal shape. This was accomplished
by changing the length of the mooring lines. The length of the mooring
line plays an important role in determining the damping coefficient of
the system. In addition the rigidly restrained force on the body is a
function of centerllne depth.
This facet of the study was of interest in order to establish an
optimum depth, with respect to hydrodynamic forces , at which to locate
the body.
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2. Method of Investigation
Que objective of the experimental program was to determine the effect
on mooring line forces and object notions due to Tarletions in the ratio of
the ware frequency to the natural frequency of the object and thus to obtain
results which could be coopered with corresponding quantities found previous*
ly for a spherical shape. A single ware of desired characteristics was em-
ployed and variation of the frequency ratio vas realized by changing the
weight of the object . Submergence of the object was changed by varying the
length of the mooring lines in order to accomplish the second objective of
the program, determination of the effect of centerline depth on force mag-
nification.
In order to obtain a measure of the mooring line force nagnlflcation
with respect to the rigidly restrained force on the object in the same wave
field, the object was held stationary and the horizontal and vertical wave
form coiqponents ware oeasured by electrical transducers recorded on a
Sanborn oscillograph*
3, Scope of Study
The significant dimensions of the test program are shown In
Figure 2 and Table I.
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TABUS I TEBf CONDITIONS
Wave and Submergence Characteristics
Centerline Ware fre^
Runs Heigvt Ft . Length Ft . Period Sec . Freq, Cpg Depth Hat Fre g
0.500 0.2$1 ft 0.833-2.73
0.500 0.720 ft 0.707-3.00
0.500 1.352 ft 0.5^8-1.69
The wave steepness for these tests is H/L 0.02
This vara was selected in order to serve as a basis for comparison with
the wo**. «rrl« out by »«* M, », tmll gteepa8„ ^^ ^
use of the first approximation expressions for the wave kinenaties due
(2)
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1. Introduction
The theoretical developiaent will, to a certain extent, parallel the de-
velopment given by Snapiro I 1 '. This is due to the fact that the physical
systems and forces studied differ only vith respect to shape, weight and
centerline submergence of the object. The foresee involved will be governed
by the sane fundamental laws of hydromechanics and vibrations.
2. Wave Motion Theory
The hydrodynamic forces on,the object are the result of the water par*
tide velocities and accelerations in the wave system, hence it is appro*
priate to consider the theoretical equations which will define these quan-
tities.
In the experimental procedure a wave of h/l ratio 0.02 was employed
which can be successfully treated ' 'according to Airy's solution (3)
for the small amplitude wave. The resulting equations for velocity and ac-
celeration components, expressed in the notation of Figure 1 are:
7TH Cosh 2T (n-f- x )
u- T 1 sin <rt - Urn Sin ** t (l)
Sinn %ir b
7TH Sinn L (h -4- t) cos cTt * Vm cos ft (2)
Y
*
T Smk gjjl h
L
:*nl .X
-ai; ?c > i^./jwaq itai&t . I**md a ctf ,i.r-rv dm «flr*A .tar rtrx- •.'•J 'v.;:
Jb*en«nro>} «xf IXjtw JEwvfcwsl a*oaol sdT art* *:o woiT*8rx«adii« attilisjjaso
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(a ~W*) ^S A KIT
(1) *^ c±S fsU - d^ olb J T
d-^fc aoo l cr* Mi -.< H>




<?£ = 2 '% & eoah a
7
^. (h *- 2) cog <ft - du cos/t (3)
dt ^ Sinh 2 ?rh dt^
dv = 2 7% Sinh 27 A(h + s) sin <ft = dv sin <T t (4)
dt " T2 Sinh 2 7Th " dtm
—IT"
The speed of wave form propagation or celerity is «.
Celerity = L -
f
i L tanh 2 fh
2T L
3. Wave forces
The force exerted on a submerged rigidly restrained body is the re-
sult of inertial, gravitational and viscous effects. The inertial effect
results from unsteady water particle notion described by the above equa-
tions. In addition there is a hydrodynamic drag force on the body which is
the sum of surface and form drag and is due to the velocity of the fluid.
For the purpose of analysis the total vave force nay be separated into
inertia and drag components vith the sum being the total force , as given by
O'Brien and Morison {k).
F
T =
Fj + FD (6)
In this expression the inertia force can be shown, by potential flow
theory, to have the following form -
Vj = C^ ¥61 du (7)
di
where the mass term o Vol is the displaced volume of water and the coef-
ficient C^ Includes the virtual mass effect and gravitational effects due
to the pressure -gradient occurring in surface waves.
J*
:o>
sv wit o+ »; .- sMMi lb mm SdJ
odtni: 6f*Jx<
. ^- jg usOhcK'O
woll lAJt&ce vofiEe sd ass »dt: a«?:t<3pe» alrtt nl
.•••:.•* snarf otf ,/troariJ
(T) 9
-Ivoo utj toft isd-av 'io aaulov &aa»i.. g
a*,!; fcfroaYl* IcnextotrvaJI lm tMftli Mil ftMMJ ar.j MiBfMft Jl IMMtl
The drag force Is given fey
*D CD ?/2 Are* J4 U (8)
where CD is s function of shape and Reynolds number and area is the pro-
jected area of the body on a plane nor&al to the velocity,
equation (6) may he rewritten in terxas of the wave particle velocity
and acceleration expressions
:
*Total * ^ * Vol du coa <r t ^ P/2 Area U* |sin <£|sim ^"(9)
where C^ and Cp are assumed constant over a wave cycle.
£quation (9) may be employed to evaluate CD and Cffi using experimental
results, but consideration must be given to the reletion between object and
characteristics. This may be expressed as a dimenionleaa group known
Ksulegan and Carpenter (5) found that C and CQ are functions of the
period parameter. At values of period parameter less than 15 inertia forces
predominate while at high values of UkT drag forces predominate and the steady
state value of the drag coefficient will apply.
The period parameters involved in this aeries of tests are listed in
Table II. They indicate that inertia forces may be expected to dominate
.T
-cm td* t* »«w ** whwtt t&X**«# Uia «into T* tmttomfi * u
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lann lift frim Ti " *—
f
* fl^-JC *" """^ rf ^aa
sat *i.
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the total force on the object, It nay be expected, therefore, that the in*
ertia coefficient found by equation (9) will be in close agreement with the co-
efficient given by potential flow theory while the drag coefficient may be ex-
pected to differ from the steady state value. For the object shape involved
in this study the potential flov theory coefficient of inertia will be of in-
terest. Landweber (6) gives the longitudinal inertia coefficient for a number
of streamlined bodies not possessing fore and aft symmetry By interpolation
between two of these having almost identical proportions to the body which is
the subject of this report, the longitudinal inertia coefficient is found as
K
(a/b - 5.6) s 0.053 (Ca , 1-053)
This agrees, within 6£, to the Inertia coefficient for an equivalent ellip-
soid which is also given by Landweber
K ellipsoid (a/b s 5-6) s 0.050 (CM = 1.050)
The steady state dreg coefficient for an object of similar shape at the
effective Reynolds numbers involved in the test runs (as given in Table III)
may be found by extrapolation, from Rouse (7),
^Airship Hull («• x U* - h x lD
k
) z 0.10 - .08
This value, however, may be expected to be in sharp disagreement with
the value found from equation (9) due to the low value of period parameter.
As will be shown, a better approximation for the drag coefficient is available
through consideration of the free vibration characteristics of the object.
The method of employing equation (9) is to set <ftZ 90 and 270°,
where HI - 0, in order to evaluate CD and set <Tt I 0° and l8o°, where
HD 3 in orter to evaluate C
ffi
, The separate terms of equation (9) and
F F
their component sums BO and V0 are plotted over a wave cycle in Figure 3.
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TABLE II PERIOD PARAMETER
VALUES FOR ELLIPSOID TESTS




In Table II the period parameter is found by substitution from e-
quation (l) and (2) for Um and Vm.
U^T s TXJft Cosh £^2 (h-z) (10)
D ~
' Sinn 1 E g &
L
lbs maximum cross sectional diameter of the body is employed as the
characteristic body dimension.
The preceding discussion has equal validity for both the horizontal
and vertical components of the total force. In the following develop-
ment! the particular component under consideration will be identified in
an equation by the subscript H for horizontal component,? for vertical
component
.
*+." Theory of Mechanical Vibrations
Only those aspects of vibration theory which have direct application
to the present problem will be considered.
The submerged buoyant body may be treated as a single degree of free-
dom system with a sinusoidal ly varying driving force and non-linear damping-
0\
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For the system thus described the differential equation of motion is
given toy Den Hsrtog W as
wxV CgX'2 + kx = PeeiSin*t (11)
k x Spring force
.2
CgX • Bon Linear Dsmping force
mx* z Inertia force
Pom sin at : Driving force
It nay be mentioned briefly that, for the case of creeping flow, the
drag coefficient is inversely proportional to the Reynolds number, and for
this case, the deeping force becomes linear. The exact solution for the
linearised equation is known (6) but applied to viscous flagging only at
vary low Reynolds numbers. At zaoderete Reynolds numbers, which obtain in
the present study, the drag force becomes proportional to the square of the
velocity and the non-linear equat ion (11) oust be employed to describe the
action.
By substituting an equivalent linear damping coefficient, c,
;
for the
square low damping coefficient, eg, Jacobean (9) was able to develop an
approximate solution to the non-linear equation (11). with this substitu-
tion equation (11) reduces to
s** 4- o^x'-H kx - Pom sin *rt (12)
The determination of the deeping coefficient, c| , will permit the solu-
tion of equation (12) by methods analagous to the solution of the linear dif-
ferential vibrations equation.
.XX
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Jacobean evaluated the equivalent denying coefficient by the criterion
of equivalent disalpative work done during e cycle, assuming the oscilla-




fXm (dx) dx , 4cx / (dx) dx
;
^p I (dt) 7 (dt)
(13)
vhere Xm is the naaclwHn amplitude of motion, The solution of equation (13 is
x 1ST m ilk)
The particular solution of interest for equation (12) with c^ defined by
equation (Ik) is








5 ^ 2 **
The phase shift ^> is given by
(17)
tanp ! ^P
H-*. n2W)WM I•l I (18)
<p is the angle by which the oscillations are out of phase with the
driving force*
Figure k is a plot of the nultiplicetion factor versus frequency ratio
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Figure 5« Phase Shift for Square Law Damping

1%.
as computed from equation (16) for various values of the parameter iw
The phase shift as given by equation (16) is plotted in Figure |«
5. Analysis of the Ellipsoidal Problem
The analysis of the buoyant ellipsoid will be treated essentially as
a problem of vibrations dynamics subjected to quadratic damping. This method
used successfully by Shapiro (i) in the sphere analysis problem.
a. Free Oscillation
It is necessary first to consider free oscillations of the submerged
object in order to identify forces acting on the system. Figure 6 is a de-
finition sketch for the submerged ellipsoid analysis. Newton's second lav
is written in the tangential direction for the element of mass dm
d Force = dm i]J X
where if is the angular acceleration.
Multiplying both aides of the equation by A gives
2d Torque - > dm <p
Noting that fffa dm = I, moment of inertia of the body about point 0,
integration over the volume of the body yields
which is an egression of Sewton's second lav for rotaxing bodies. The
torque, ?" , is the summation of the torques due to all the forces acting
on the object. In order these are the buoyant force torque or "spring torque"
Spring Torque ; - (a* t) 1 x-» i sin f
| -(Vol pg - mg) i sin^ (20)
and the virtual mass torque which accounts for a body of fluid the same size
.Al
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and shape as the actual body but having a mass equal to k times the mass
of the fluid.
Virtual Mass Torque S -I'(/J (21)
where I' is the moment of inertia of the fluid body about point 0.
Suiaaing these two torques equation (19) becomes
• VP - (Vol gg - mg) t sin p - I p
or (I + I*)0 *" (Vol pg - mg) ^ sin f • (22)
If the angle lp is assumed to be small, then
sin p a tan ^ * ^ in radians ) Small y (23)
cos V « ' )
which permits equation (22) to be written as
(I+I»)^ « (Vol pg - mg) i(f> •
or A(/? -h B(^ a (2*)
where A - I -f- V (25)
and B : (Vol pg - mg) i (26)
The solution for an equation identical in form to equation (23) is
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Equation (26) will be the basis for the predicted natural frequency of
the object. This is an approximation since the freely vibrating object is
subject to damping , and the natural frequency, f depends on the ratio of
the damping coefficient to the critical damping coefficient. However, for
small damping (c/» < 0:2), which prevails for the conditions of the pre-
sent study, the damped natural frequency very aearly equals the undated
natural frequency, this constitutes the justification for the use of equa-
tion (26) even though danping is present.
A sample calculation of the undamped natural frequency from equation
(26) including the evaluation of the constant A is presented in Appendix A.
b. Forced Oscillation
The forced oscillation of a buoyant submerged object with quadratic
danping is a complicated problem and requires a systematic approach. The
flow field in waves is described by equations (l) through (it). All the
torques which act on the system nust be considered. The technique will be
to evaluate these torques and substitute their sum into equation (19)* An
additional condition to be kept in cdnd is that the object will have rela-
tive motion with respect to the fluid and a fixed reference point.
1) Spring Torque
This is given by equation (20)
Spring Torque - (Vol pg - mg) t sin
^
2) Pressure Gradient Torque
This torque depends on the acceleration and the mass of the dis-
placed fluid. The total torque is the sum of the horizontal and vertical
pressure gradient force components in the tangential direction.
Pressure gradient torque 1 Vol f Lgx cos ip - ®L sin $)$ (29)l
<it
ftl .
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Involved in the equation is the implicit assumption that the fluid ac-
celeration is constant over the cross section of the "body and is equal to
the value at the center when (^ «
3) Virtual M*as Torque
The virtual mass torque depends upon the relative acceleration
between the fluid and the object and is written
Virtual mass torque - iy +- K vol £ (du cos ti) - dv *iwp )i (30)
(St dt )
where I* is as defined in connection with equation (21)
J*) Dssping Torque
The damping torque depends on the relative velocity of object and
fluid in the tangential direction
Damping torque
The four torques described above may now be added and the result
equated to I ip in equation (19)
£T - l'H>
However, in order to simplify this summation the following assumptions
Assumption 1. The vertical component of the mooring line force is
equal to the net buoyancy I. This is valid if the vertical dynamic
wave force Fy is small with respect to net buoyancy. By this device
terms containing vertical components of velocity and acceleration may
be neglected.
Assumption 2. The drag wave force component is small with respect to
the inertia wave force component. This has been shown to be valid for
small values of the period parameter. Period parameters for the ex-
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pertinental runs in this report, as seen from Table II, are less than 15 and
may be treated, approximately, as "small."
Assumption 3 . The mooring line angle (p , is small. This allows use of the
small angle approximations for sin (y and cos q;
Making use of the foregoing assumptions the result of the addition of
torques and subsequent substitution into equation (19) is





In equation (32) the term on the right hand side represents the product of
the horizontal sinusoidally varying forcing function on the object and the
radius of oscillation and is the exciting torque.
Therefore equation (32), the differential equation of motion, becomes
kip + C2 (|J
2
+- B i/> = Fhom^ Costf (33)
vhere
A ; I * P
B (Vol pg - mg) £
c2 8 C2i
3
nk» - f(K + 1) Vol p dul
5tJ
* s g^Tt = 2 7Tft a vt
In the previous equations, the subscript "o" denotes rigidly restrained
values and the subscript "m" denotes maxlmnr. values.
Equation (33) is identical in form to equation (11) with the substitu-
tion of parameters of the present problem, therefore, Jacobsen's solution
may be applied.
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Figure 7« Free Vibration of a System with Damping Less than




(jj s (pn cos ( © - <f> )
by analogy with equation (15)
vhere













Figures 4 and 5 graphically represent equations (35) and (36) respectively.
By cocparlson vith equation (17)
2 c r 1
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6. Determination of Test Object Drag Coefficient
It is necessary to obtain as accurate a determination for the drag coeffi-
cient, C|y as possible. The data presented by House do not extend to the range
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ing to make use of this data, due to the presence of stabilizing fins and
mooring appendages on the test object. Also it was shewn earlier that for low
values of the period parameter; as obtained In these tests, the steady state
drag coefficient becane increasingly inaccurate.
However, consideration of the experimentally observed free vibrations of
the test object offer a means for obtaining reasonably accurate values for the
drag coefficient. The steady flow hydrodynamic drag force is given by equa-
tion (37)
*hd = cd? Vf l u > u (37)




where CD - Cj> (Reynolds number, shape) and Reynolds number is defined as
H r uJL (i0
Substitution of these expressions into (37) yields
*HD | Constant P P IT Pu (fcl)
The bracketed expression is defined as the linear damping coefficient.
For the case of torsional free vibrations with linear damping the dif-
ferential equation of motion becomes
A(j) + Cui) *- Bf -0 {k2)
where A, and B are defined as in equation (33) sad
The solution for an equation of this form, with damping less than criti-
cal, is given by Den Hartog (8)
- C* t
2 A
(p z e (Cj cos q t + C£ sin q t ) (^3)
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This is the solution for a dssqping smaller than C . It consists of tvo fac-
tors, the first a decreasing exponential and the second a sine wave, The com-
bined result is a "danped sine wave" lying in the space between the exponen-
tial curve and its mirrored Image as shown in Figure 7 after Sen Hartog.
The rate of this dying dovn is of interest and can be calculated in a
simple manner by considering any tvo consecutive maxima of the curve A-B,
B-C, etc. During the time interval between two such maxima, i.e. during 27T
seconds , the amplitude of the vibration diminishes from --C^/j^t to
*** i
2 A (t •* 2 'O.The latter of these two expressions is seen to be equal to
T~r -re,
the first one multiplied by the constant factor e A q , which factor na-
turally is smaller than unity. This factor is the same for any two consecu-
tive maxima, independent of the amplitude of vibration or of the time. The
ratio between two consecutive maxima is constant, the amplitude decreases in a
geawetric series.
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where * is known as the logarithmic decrement.
Equation (k6) may be evaluated for Ci
C, : 2 /I fq | (p«
V*+> Off)
There reiaains to be established a relation between Cj, the linear coeffici-
ent of dashing and C2, the quadratic coefficient of dancing from which the
coefficient of drag, C
,
may be evaluated. For the case of linear vibration
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this relation was presented in section 3 equation (14). Following Jacob*
sen's criterion of equivalent diasipative work done during a cycle, an analo-
gous expression can be derived for the condition of torsional vibration,
for the case of angular velocity
U | (/} i S | ty MX ui COS £Ot (48)
Substituting this expression into equation (hi) yields
*HD * Constant j) p U D t
,
mcos ^t (49)
The (lamping torque for this notion can now be expressed as








The work over one cycle is
Work : 4j ? J(p (51)
tout d (p r ^^ y cos ^ t dt (52)
The limits are
<p
- o • t - o
>t m JT i % a *£.
Therefore the work over one cycle for linear damping is
r^ 2 2 2
Work * k J




For the case of quadratic deeping the torque may be expressed as
(54)
• 2
where the expression in brackets is the coefficient C2 modifying (p ' in
equation (33)
The work over one cycle is
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Equating (53) and (55)
which ie similar to equation (14).
Substituting this expression Into equation (^7) and re-arrmnging terns
yields
C s 3 C, m m s 3 A In (fe (57)
<u<J>«»**l* T3 V | D* I * J *«*
"J^
vhere A is defined as in equation (33) and from Figure 6
. -1
^ max x tan FH
r?
+ » . (58)
approximately
From Assumption 1, Fw +- H is/equal to the net buoyancy of the object and
Fg may be measured from experimental results.
A sample calculation for the coefficient of drag from equation ($7)
is presented in Appendix B,
Over limited ranges of Reynolds numbers C may be considered a constant,
It vlll be of value to establish the order of Reynolds numbers based on maxi<
mum object velocity for a range of angles of oscillation. In this computa-
tion the ellipsoid is assumed to be oscillating slnusoidally at a frequency
of 0.5 cycles per second which is the wave frequency for all test runs. The
radius of oscillation is as Indicated. The angular displacement of the body
is^s (p * sin 2 7T ft (59)
By differentiation, the angular velocity is
P | *)m 27Tf cos 2^ ft (60)
and y | (p m at cos 2 ^ft * 1
• 4s
O^n
S £ £ t v
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The martiaim tangential velocity is therefore
um - yj | 2 7Tf p m A (61)
The Reynolds number based on the martmm velocity la
Hr • UbiD I 2lTtii) mH (62)
* '
-5 2/The kinematic viacoaity J> is taken to be 10 y ft */*»*.
The Reynolds numbers coqputed on the above basis are presented in Table XU
TABLE III REraOLPB WBB FOR TYPICAL TEST CCBPITIQKS
-5 o
Diameter » 0.208 ft jj 2 10 ft
E/sec f, - 0.5 eps
Maximum angle of motion, (^ J Reynolds So.gq.(62) °D -Rouse (7)
5° 0,479 ft 2.725 x 103 0.100
10° 0.479 5**50 x 103 0.095
20° 0,479 1.090 x 10* 0.095
5° 1.112 6.350 x lo3 0.095
10° 1.112 1.270 x 10* 0.095
20° 1.112 2.5^0 X 10* 0.090
5° 1.540 8.790 x 103 0.095
io° i.54o 1.756 x 10* 0.090
20° i.5*»o 3.516 x 10** 0.085
Valuea of C„ corresponding to the computed Reynolds numbers in Table HI
were obtained from Rouse (7)/ However, as has been previously demonstrated,
for the period parameters of the experimental work, steady state values for
the coefficient of drag are not reliable. These have been included to permit
comparison with values for the drag coefficient obtained from equation (57)*
Two conclusions may be drawn from Table III, the possibility of linear viscous
damping being present is eliminated at the expected Reynolds numbers and over
the range of Reynolds numbers involved,
C
Q is fairly constant.
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7 Effect of Variation of Mooring Line Length 26 *
The length of the test object mooring line is an iiq?ortant parameter af-
fecting the dssping factor, coefficient of drag and natural frequency of the object
With increasing centerline depth the fixed object will encounter reduced
water particle velocities and less interaction with the fluid - air interface,
these two factors will act to reduce total hydrodynamic force* In the parti-
ally restrained condition, shortening the length of the Mooring line will lead
to higher natural frequencies. The effect on the damping factor, ftv^ includes
an affect arising from a change in the coefficient of drag since % ii a func-
tion of CD as well as "J!". Equation (57) indicates that CD will increase as
"V% decreases therefore these two variables will have a conflicting influence
on the damping factor. At some depth it may be expected that one of the two
will become the controlling influence.
The objective of this portion of the test program will be to determine
an optima centerline depth for the location of the object with respect to ac-
tual maxJ mire hydrcdynamlc force.
The theoretical development, as previously presented, will lead to a pre-
dicted value of Fn.
gS, for each test depth. On this and the basis of the
measured rigidly restrained force the nswlnnw hydrodynamic force at each
depth can be predicted and the relation of Fwjb and depth constructed.
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1. Wave Tank and Wave Generatorwwxww— ii«Wi uti urn———w—W iiw< i.- 1. H in«> i ip—*w»——»—
.
The M.I.T. Hydrodynamics wave channel, which vas used in this study,
is a steel framed structure with a working section 30 inches vide, 36 in*
ches deep and 90 feet long. The side walls of the channel consist of
l/2 inch plate glass over the whole 90 feet . The bottom is horizontal with
a kO foot section of 1/2 inch plate glass beginning 10 feet from the gene-
rator end and with the remaining section of l/k inch steel plate. A model
beach made of transits plates occupies the last 35 feet of the tank and
is supported on a steel framework at a slope of 15 horizontal to 1 verti-
cal. The beach serves as an energy absorber and limits undesirable wave
reflections, figure 8 is a photograph of the wave tank
The channel is equipped with a hydraullcally controlled piston-type
wave generator, Figures 9 end 10, for generating shallow water waves. The
generator proper consists of a horizontal aluminum piston with a vertical
face, rigidly suspended from a rail-mounted carriage on top of the en-
trance box. The carriage-piston assembly is actuated by a cam-operated
hydraulic scrvomechanism providing variation in frequency and stroke and
thus wave length and height during operation of the generator.
Use of a servomechanism permits a choice of the displacement - time
curve for the generator piston, w sve heights are controlled by varying
the position of the cam contact point on the follower. Wave periods are
SHEm • 4:. ppac 1 ; a HI
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control led by varying the speed of the cam motor.
An expanded Aluminum wave filter, Figure 11, k feet Long, is used to
the minor surface disturbances on the
2. wave Tank ggiipmw*
The vave channel is equipped with a shock-saoueted movable test stand
containing a dynamic balance for measurement of lift, drag and moment on
immersed bodies* Strain gage hi lilgse are used as transducers in moment
while differential transformers are used in the lift and drag. Mea-
of vave profile is accomplished by means of resistance probes.
A multichannel Sanborn Model 150, direct recording oscillograph, e-
qg-lpperf with £t»00 cps, 6 volt output pre-amplifiers was used for the study.
The recorder is shown in Figure 12. It is equipped with heated stylii and
records four traces simultaneously on plastic coated heat sensitive paper.
A fifth stylus is provided which records one second pulses along one margin.
A wide choice of paper speeds are available, from 0.25 to 100 mm/sec by use
of a clutch and gear shift Imvot arrangement. Attenuation of the amplifier
output signal is provided in steps of 2 and 5 from full signal to 1/200 of
full output.
A cross section of the model is shown in Figure 13. The model was con*
strueted in three sections. The fore and after sections being constructed
of white pine and the middle body consisting of 2$ inch outside diameter
lucite tubing fitted with a drilled and tapped X/2 inch diameter hole which
used for filling thissection with a weighting substance or for attach*
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Solid lines represent me-
chanical linkages.
Dashed lines represent hy-
draulic system
Figure 10. Schematic of wave gener-
ator.
Figure 8. Wave tank.
Figure 9. Wave generator* Figure 11, Wave filter,
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Figure 12. Test Stand and Recorder
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Figure 13. Test Model
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ing the model to a rod for the rigidly restrained test. The three sections
nere Joined together by press fitting. The Joints were sufficiently tight
to withstand testing stresses but had to be sealed with modeling clay in
order to maintain water tightness. The wood fore and aft sections were fitted
with mooring line attachments consisting of brass screws, fishing swivels and
fishing clips. In order to reduce undesired transverse notion of the test ob-
ject it was found necessary to utilise stabilising fine. These consisted
of 1/32 inch thick galvanised sheet metal shaped to conform to the contour
of the body.
As stated in the Introduction, it was desired to change the natural
frequency of the test object by varying the weight. This wae accomplished
by filling the hollow lucite middle section with materials of various den-
sities. The filler densities required to give en even eradiation of weight
through eleven increments, from the model weight empty to the weight which
corresponded to a condition of neutral buoyancy, were calculated. It was
determined that eleven different densities varying from 0.1583 to 1.7^5
gms/cc would be required. To provide thase mixtures of sawdust (density x
O.I60 gms/cc), a commercially available dry detergent (density - O.3U5 gms/cc)
granulated salt (density - 1.216 gms/cc) and sand (density 1.610 gms/cc )were
used. Buckshot (density 6.415 gms/cc) was added to sand to produce the
highest densities.
Wire fish leader lines were used in the mooring arrangement. These
are attached by fishing clips and swivels to the brass screws secured to each
end of the body. A brass bolt with swivels soldered to one end served to se-
cure the mooring lines to the mooring force balance.
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For the rigidly restrained test*, the body was supported from the test
stand as shown in Figures Ik sod 15* The 3/U inch support rod was not shielded
and separate "tare" runs for each restrained test were Dade In order to deter-
mine both horizontal and vertical forces due to the rod alone so that these
could be deducted fro& the net force measured with the body attached.
k* InstrunaDtatioc
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•• Vmm Characteristics
She wave characteristics of primary importance in this study were the
wave height and period. A complete wave profile was also required to relate
the ejqperlmental force bistories'to the wave phase angle. Wave characteris-
tics were treasured electronically by a resistance type wave gage shown sche-
matically In Figure 16. The active elements of the gage are two vertical
platinum wires, Insulated from each other. When they are partially immersed
in water a flow of current occurs between them which is proportional to the
depth of iooersiou. The wave gage was calibrated before each series of test
Borisontal wave force components on the model were measured by means
of a shear balance hereafter referred to as the portal gage. Figures 17 end
LB show the portal gage which consists of two vertical parallel webs clan ill.
between two rigid borisontal plates. The borisontal coaponent of the force
on the object is transmitted in shear to the lower plate of the portal gage,
which moves horizontally an amount directly proportional to the force on
the object. A Sehaevlfe i»iaear Variable Differential Transformer is used to
convert the displacement of the bottom gage plate relative to the top plate
into an electrical signal which is esplifled and recorded.
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-sensing elements: 2 platinum
wires, diameter • 0.008"
• j- wave gage
b) Schematic of Wave Gage c) Circuit diagram













































This design of the portal gage results Is a high resistance to bending de-
flections* Thus, the gage is for all practical purposes Insensitive to
bending moment and produces an output independent of the distance between
the gage and the point of application of the force.
The gage was calibrated statically by means of a pulley system and has
a sensitivity of 21 am/lb at an attenuation of x20 referred to the Sanborn
recorderfor which full scale is* 25 mm.
Vertical wave force components were measured by a Lift Gage. Figures
19 and 20. The force on the object is transmitted to the gage by an alumi-
num rod dangled rigidly to the body of the gage. The vertical force causes
the center. {part of the gage to move vertically with respect to the gage body
This motion is converted to an electrical output by means of a Type 0.0O5M-L
Schaevitx L.V.ti'T*
The gage was calibrated statically by attaching weights to the object
support rod installed below it. It has a sensitivity referred to the re*
corder of 21 on/lb at an attenuation of xlO.
c. Forces on Partially Restrained Objects
A two component force balance, Figures 21 and 22, was used in the ex-
periments to measure both the horizontal and vertical components of moor-
ing line tension. This balance was constructed on the force beam principle.
It consists of two force beam perpendicular to one another, each with its own
four active arm strain gage bridge. The horizontal outer beam is sensitive
to the vertical component and the inner vertical beam is sensitive to the
horizontal component of force.
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Figure 21. Two Component Balance
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, Tapped holes receive screws










All parts aluminum alloy 2024-T4
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Figure 22. Two Component Balance Schematic
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The sensitivity and deflection characteristics of the two component
balance are as follows:
Horizontal: Sensitivity 27 ma/iy at x. 20
Deflection 0.07 in/lb
Vertical: Sensitivity 2U ma/lfe at x 10
Deflection 0.019 in/it
The two component force balance was calibrated using a pulley system
with the calibration line at an angle of k5°. In this way, the two portions
of the gage were calibrated simultaneously^ the force applied to each being
equal to W2 7 times the applied load. Sample calibrations are given in Figure 23
-
The two component balance was attached to an aluminum bar, Figure 2k,
which in turn was bolted to the bottom of the flume.
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Figure 23. Two Component Balance, Sample Calibration Curve




X* Rigidly Retrained Tests
For each series of runs at a speciftod object centwllne depth a cor*
respondjng rigidly restrained test was conducted. The water level in the
wave teak was maintained at two feet for all tests* Sty using various com-
binations of sections of the 3A" aluminum support rod the object was lo-
cated at the proper depth with respect to the free surface. The force gages
were calibrated prior to each run at the eaqpected attenuations. Two resist-
ance type wave gages were used in all tests, one at the test stand and the
other one wafaloiifltli downstream. The wave generator control settings, ne-
cessary to produce waves of the desired dimensions, had bean previously es-
tablished by ejsperlnent, einor adjustwjnts were tasde as necessary prior to
each run. The wave height was checked by a wave gage which was calibrated
prior to each series of runs. Wave period was checked from the wave gaga
trace by counting the nuober of waves In 50°^ of record at a papa* speed of
1 par second. Proper wave period and wavanafcer stroke established proper
wave height - and length.
The electronic gage circuits were balanced and zeroed with the test
object in place and the wave generator was started. She test was xun after
a final check of the wave height and period. A test consisted of ten con-
secutive waves with the recorder run at 50^* per second. Upon completion
of the test, the wave generator was stopped but data recording was continued
at a reduced paper speed until toe water in the flume becsBQe cals*. This
was done to see if any shift in the force trace sero readings had occurred
In the course of the test. A tare run was scads in connection with each
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rigidly restrained test in order to measure forces on the support alone so
that these could later he subtracted from the net force measured during
the test.
2. Partially Restrained Tests
In preparation for the partially restrained tests, the two component
mooring force balance holder was fixed in place in the wave tank and was
calibrated. A resistance wave gage was secured at the same channel loca-
tion as the force balance and another wave gage was located one wave length
downstream. The hollow middle section of the test object was filled with
the proper filler mixture
;
weighed,and connected to the force balance.
Prior to each run, a natural frequency determination was made. This
was done by manually displacing the test object from its equilibrium po-
sition in still water and releasing it. As the object oscillated, a re-
cord was made of the horizontal mooring force component at slow paper speed.
The natural frequency was determined from the number of oscillations in a
given length of record.
The wave height and period were adjusted before each run and the test
was then conducted in a manner similar to the rigidly restrained tests.
Preliminary data reduction was conducted during the course of each run to
detect errors and insure an even spacing of the experimental data points.
A test in progress is shown in Figure 25.
As in the rigidly restrained tests, the depth of water in the tank
was maintained at two feet for all runs, There were twelve runs at each
of the three separate mooring depths. The use of fishing clips facili-
tated changing of the mooring lines.
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y evaluation of data
1, Primary Data Reduction
a. natural Frequency Data
natural frequencies were determined from horizontal scoring line ten-
sion component traces made with the test object in free oscillation. A
sample free oscillation record is presented in Figure 26, The average na-
tural frequency of 20 or more oscillations was obtained by the use of the
following formula:
Application of the above formula to different portions of the free oscilla-
tion record showed the natural frequency to be independent of the amplitude
of free oscillation but less reliance was placed on the measurements as
the amplitude of the oscillations became small and died out.
b. Wave and Force Data
Most of the experimental data in this study were obtained in the form
of oscillograph records. Figure 27 is a portion of an oscillograph test re-
cord. The data recorded are the wave traces at the object and one wave length
downstream from the object, and the horizontal and vertical mooring line ten-
sion components.
Primary reduction of the test records consisted of determining the wave
period and maximum force component values. Where required, the complete
force component histories were obtained from the records. The wave period
was determined from the portion af the record run at slow speed using the
following formulae.
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The wave period desired for all rune was 2 seconds per cycle. This
value was maintained to vlthln ±-2$ by careful measurement In accordance
with the above formulae before «aeh run.
The E&3dJ33um force values for each run were determined by averaging
the maxima for a number of waves and converting the resulting value to force
units by means of the force balance calibration curve. In order to obtain
the entire force history from the test record, it was first necessary to con-
struct a wave phase angle scale on the force record. This was done by lo-
cating successive crests on the trace and dividing the distance between them
Into even increments, usually 90° increments were sufficient. The forces
corresponding to a desired phase angle could then be read from the trace
at each location, For a desired force history the average of several waves
was employed to compensate for small differences between successive waves
resulting from unevenness in the wave generator operation.. The final step
in the procedure was the conversion of the average trace readings to force
units by means of the force balance calibration curves.
£• Secondary Data deduction
a. Rigidly Bestrained Tests
The rigidly restrained tests yielded oscillograph records similar to
the ones shown in Figure 27* The data recorded included wave traces at the
object and one wavelength downstream, and the total horizontal and vertical
wave force components on test object and support rod. Tare tests on the
support rod alone provided the necessary data to reduce, from the gross mea-
sured force, the net wave force component history due to the presence of the
body.
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the horizontal ware force component history on the stationary ob-
ject experinentai inertia and drag force coefficients ware determined mak-
ing use of equations presented in the theoretical development. These are re-
peated for convenience*
TBo = FHI + JHD (6)
or as given by equation (9)
?Ho - Cm pVol (du) cosn +C P Area ttf |sin ^t | sin ** (9)
(dt)m
.1
Equations (l) and (3) define u and (du) respectively.
At (ft : and 180 YB,D is zero by equation (9)
and the quantity C may be esqpressed in terms of FHq which can be read di-
rectly from the force trace history. At /t = 90° and 270° V&l is sero and
equation (9) can be solved for CQ in terms of Ffi^, These calculations were
performed in order to provide values for comparison vith the potential flow
theory inertia coefficient and steady state drag coefficient as determined
by the means outlined In the following paragraph.
Values for the drag coefficient were also found by measurement of the
decremental decay of the natural frequency tests and application of equa-
tion (57) of the theoretical development*
b. Partially Beatrained Tests
By using the average of at least ten waves the maximum total force com-
ponents, both vertical and horizontal, were obtained from the oscillograph
records for each run.
For several of the partially restrained tests the oooring line angle
was determined from the experimental data. As seen in Figure 6, the angle
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is related to the scoring line tension coe^woents by the equation
iff t ten * H ) (58)
where IE can oe Measured Tvom. the eaqperinental record and Fy + H it ap-
roxicetely equal to the net buoyancy of the object for a given run.
noi±si>iie> ait <jd aSaeatxpn* aol^ncs anil saftoo* «f# wr tela!*! at
1+8.
VI PWBfflfTJffluB AHD uISCUSSlOB OF BfiSULTS
1* i^idjff Bcstraiasd T^sts
purpose of the rigidly restrained tests it to establish the theoreti-
cal condition of force for the ratio f/fjj 8 o. The wanlimw rigidly restrained
force la, in addition, a parameter la the detaraination of the dancing factor
y)2, elation x^'
The acrtwua positive and negative experimental net forces on the body
are not equal although the theoretical force equation (9)> «d the equivalent
expression for vertical force, yield equal positive and negative sands*, fhe
results, in this ease however, are not surprising in view of the unsysnetrl-
eal fore and aft shape of the body. The difference vill be taken into ac-
count in the formation of experimental force multiplication factors for the
dynamic tests Where both positive and negative factors vill be calculated
using the appropriate static teat results.
The principal results of the rigidly restrained tests, the horizontal
end vertical component maxima, both positive and negative, are presented in
Table J?, for later use in theoretical calculations, the average
values vere comnuted iBd are also tabulated.
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TABLE IV MAXIMUM RIGIDLy BBBTRAIHED FOBCES
-Tii nM-ri i i -m i- i i i i ii n ii i .1 i n i 1 ii ii mn air i - i mt Hi
Horizontal Vertical
Test Pos (lbs ) Beg (lbs ) Ave (lbs) Pos (lbs) Meg (lbs) Are (lbs)
1-12 0.11*2 0.1100 0.1121 0.0968 0.0859 0.091*
13-23 0.U33 0.U02 0.1118 0.0481* 0.0386 0.0*35
2*-35 0.1102 0.0882 0.0992 0.02*2 0.0198 0.0220
From the experimental horizontal force component hiatoriea inertia and
drag coefficients were calculated, through the use of equation (9) and the
method outlined Id Chapter V. The- values for the inertia coefficients agree
favorably vith the value predicted by potential theory, that is Ce « 1.053*
As previously noted, however, drag coefficients computed in this manner may be
subject to excessive error due to the low drag conditions indicated by the
period parameters; they were in fact, found to be much higher than would ap-
pear reasonable. The average value will be coopered to the average drag co-
efficient computed from the decremental decay found in the observation of na-
tural frequencies.
The results of these calculations are presented in Table V along with
the period parameters and the effective Reynolds number of each series of tests.
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TABLE V KXFERIKBECAL COgFTICIEBTS OF IKBBTIA ASP DRAG
Test OnT/P Jgaeen^ Cm Eg (9) ave value Cg> Sg (9) ave value
1-12 5.62 1.75S X 10^ 1.077 1.830
13-23 5.15 1«27Q x kA 1.070 1.460
24-35 *«57 5.450 x 103 1.073 1.004
2. Partially Bestrained Tests
a. natural Frequencies
r in 1 ! i 1 H 1 1 um m 1
1
For each partially restrained teat, a natural frequency measurement
made. The experimental natural frequencies are plotted against total weight
for each of the three series of test runs in Figure 28. Also shown are the
theoretical undamped natural frequencies computed from equation (2d) as
shown in Appendix A. For these computations an added mass coefficient of
0.0$, the potential flow value was used* Good agreement between theory and
experiment was obtained.
b. Coefficients of Drag from Natural Frequency
A persistent problem in this investigation was the establishment of an
accurate value for the drag coefficient of the test body. The data pre-
sented by Rouse, which has been previously cited, is for a body of similar
shape but Is of dubious value, except for comparative purposes, since it
translational
is for the case of steady/flow past the object . When moored and subject to
wave motion the body continually presents a different orientation with re-
spect to the direction of flow. In addition the test object was equipped
with mooring appendages and rather large fins which undoubtedly acted to
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increase the drag effect.
To aid in establishing as accurate as possible a value for the coef-
ficient of drag the data from several natural frequency observations were ap-
plied in equation (57). Only those runs at the lighter teat object weights
were used since the assumption that the vertical component of mooring line
force is equal to the net ouoyancy %, becomes less valid as the test object
becomes heavier.
The results of these calculations are given in Table VI. A sample cal-
culation is presented in Appendix B.
TABL& VI j&F&UMfKTAL COEFFICIEHTS OF BRAG FROM
KATUBAL FRiSQUSHCT AMPLITUDE DBCAY




weight (lbs) tp H (57)
1 0.291 1.5*0 .986 .385
2 0.291 1.5*0 1.100 .335
3 0.291 1.5*0 1.139 .280
13 0.720 1.112 .966 .506












2k 1.352 0,*79 .988 1.66
25 1.352 0.*79 1.100 1.66
26 1.352 0.479 1.139 1.55
The coefficient of drag obtained from the above calculations shows marked
dependence on the radius of oscillation and to a less extent on the weight of
the body as seen in Figure 29. The latter effect may be explained as a result
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of the assusBption that vertical cos^onent of mooring line force is
equal to net buoyancy becoming lees valid as the test object Deceases heavier.
The average value of CD for the rigidly restrained body fros 'labia V is 1.^32
hut there is no apparent relation between this value and CD for the partially
restrained oscillating body. The agreement between CD in Table VI and the
average steady state value of 0.095 from Table III is best at the largest
radius becoming poor as X diminishes. It appears that for very large radii
of oscillation the coefficient of drag for the oscillating body will tend to
approach the steady state value as a limit. An attempt will be made to ac-
count for this phenomena in the following chapter. The average value for Cp
associated with each centerline depth from Table VI was used in the calcula-
tions which follow and provided good correlation between theory and experi-
mental data.
o. Force Multiplication Factors
For each test made in this study, horizontal and vertical force multi-
plication factors were computed from the wartim experimental force conso-
nants and are tabulated in Appendix C. The horizontal multiplication factors
are plotted against frequency ratio in Figures 30 through 32* There is a
separate plot for each length of mooring line. In each of these figures, the
experimental points define resonance curves of the form of Figure k. The
theoretical curve, computed from equations (16) and (l?), is presented as a
solid line in each of these Figures. / sample calculation is shown in
Appendix A. In all computations an inertia! coefficient C^ - 1.05 was used*
The theoretical curves do not fall on a single line in Figure k since these
curves are drawn for constant values of dashing factor ng and this factor va-
ries with the frequency ratio due to the method of conducting tests.
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The agreement between theory and experiment is best for the longer
lengths of mooring line. For the shortest length of mooring line, test runs
2**~35; the agreement is poor however the trend is evident. In this series
of runs the resonant frequency occurred at the heavier body weights when the
net buoyant force was relatively low. For this condition the assumption that
the vertical component of scoring line force is equal to the net buoyancy is
ouch less valid since the wave force is no longer snail with respect to the
net buoyancy. The actual measured forces in runs number 32 and 33, which are
at frequency ratios greater than unity, and well beyond the theoretical re-
sonant frequency are not considered valid since the test object was oscillat-
ing so vigorously it struck the bottom of the tank. These runs do indicate
that the mooring lines should be long enough to insure that the moored body
will not strike bottom even st the greatest anticipated angle of oscillation
in order to avoid subjecting a mooring to such relatively large forces.
It is possible that an improved method of evaluating the coefficient of
drag for the test object would lead to better agreement between predicted
and observed results since the damping factor is proportional to Cq The ef-
fect of damping on theoretical force magnification is indicated in Figure h.
The greatest effect of damping factor occurs between frequency ratios of a-
bout 0.75 to 1 J»« An improved value for the drag coefficient would have little
effect on the results beyond a frequency ratio of X,h. But in the region of
frequency ratios 0*75 to 1.1* the value used for the coefficient drag Is of
great importance. The accuracy of the coefficient of drag found as indi-
cated in section b is considered reasonably accurate for the purpose of this
study in view of the agreement between predicted and experimental results
shown in Figures 30 through 32.
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The experimental vertical multiplication factors are listed is
Appendix C and are plotted in Figures 33 through 35 * The dashed lines in
these Figures do not represent theory. They serve vo connect the positive
and negative experimental points to shov the trend of data.
The results presented in Figures 30 through 35 indicate the validity of
analyzing the present problem by applying vibration theory vith square lav
damping. This is not surprising in viev of the good agreement achieved by
Shapiro in his investigation (l). They also establish a basis for evaluating
the effect of shape on the wave forced oscillations of a submerged moored
buoyant object.
d. Slacking of Mooring Lines
When the maximum dynamic negative scoring force is greater than the
net buoyancy, one or both of the test object mooring lines vlll slacken.
Expressing this criterion in terns of the ratio
h/s ~* slacking will occur when
*vm »/« < 1
vm
This occurred during a portion of the vave cycle at the heavier body weights
as noted in the compilation of data in Appendix C. The results of the tests
shov a decrease in mooring line force vith increasing frequency ratio, pro-
duced by increasing the test object weight. This desirable trend is limited
by the net buoyancy becoming so small that slacking occurs. Vhen slacking
occurs over any portion of the vave cycle it is followed by a severe Jerk as
the mooring lines again become taut. The magnitude of forces imposed by this
Jerk may be seen by referring to Figures 29 through 34, The last two experi-
mental points on each curve were obtained when the test object mooring lines
were slackening and tightening during a portion of the cycle. This effect
oust be considered undesirable and severely limits the available range of
al 9t>ail b*Lc*b was .& trends EC «•*»** &* &*?*artq mtoOxJ
avi?Jaoq arfi #qwhIH^# er»©a ^gaff ."Stoad* frxmmwaia'f 'on oa ntnu&£% aaad?
,**U> to *«•*? aft? *orfa o? Kfcttog faifirtmuai wHiww fra»
to Y?£Jb&£ov ad? »tB£>.{Jaui ^c d&tfcza* °€ *s«u3lTr «X A-aJsaaarsq a?Jju«r.«n tdT
vBl e-iawps ri?lv £* >eiil noliseidlv W
XfS bevi.tilOA Saam&rs&i booz td& to watv xU fcolttl'xa.Twa ?oa ai aidT aoicpaa*
3aLt?a^-Uv© tot liwtf a cteXidatfas oaXa "«a •-•aJ.iasvru aid aX cnlqarfB
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frequency ratios for a gives design condition wave. In the present study
the wave selected was on the basis of convenience to allow a coiqparisen
of effects and did not necessarily represent an expected design condition.
In still vater both mooring lines were taut for all teat conditions.
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WAVE DIMENSIONS TEST DIMENSIONS
f = 0. 500 cps F HOM 01133 lbs
H 289 ft F HOM 1 102 lbs
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FIG 32 VARIATION OF HORIZONTAL MULTIPLICATION FACTOR WITH
FREQUENCY RATIO
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WAVE DIMENSIONS TEST DIMENSIONS
f = 0500 cps Fhom » 00485
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This study gives further demonstration of the validity of describing the
behavior of moored submerged buoyant objects in oscillating waves by vibra-
tion theory with square law dealing provided there is no radical departure
from the assuaptions listed in Chapter II.
2. Effect of Shape on Forced Oscillatory Motion
The effect of shape can be most readily demonstrated by comparing two
differently shaped objects restrained by mooring systems having equal radii
of oscillation and subjected to forced oscillatory motion in identical wave
systems. The streamlined shape of the present study will be compared to a
sphere of equal volume since the payload capacity would appear to be one of
the most important considerations in a prototype installation.
An arbitrary volume of 36.2 cubic feet for both the ellipsoid and sphere
will be employed in order to permit utilization of data presented in Shapiro's
study. The approximate solution of the non linear equation of motion, equa-
tion (35) will be applied to both objects. Weight and wave characteristics
were selected on the basis of realism and convenience.
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Drag Coefficient, C * Q.k2
B g 15850 ft lbs
A » 5939 «lug ft
2
fn- 0.259 cps




Streaaliaed Body and Mooring system charaoterlgtlcs
B s 2.32 ft Maxima Diameter
i « 9.27 ft
•Total Weight ] 1270 lbs
toss Coefficient, K * 0.05
,
potential flow theory
Coefficient, Cp - 0.69 " Average Value, Figure 29, for model at
similar jf /Ba^ rati0




fn - 0.259 cp*
Wave Characteristics
H s l.k& ft
L « 71-70 ft
h = 20 ft
7 - 3*86 seconds
fx * 0.259 cp«
Density of Water « 1.99 slugs / cu ft
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*
2 z sm at (3a)
f/fD = X
* fc.e? 3<a (35)
PHm = 536 lbs
Streamlined Body fHoo s 77 lbs £4 (9)
*
2
= .03U 5* (25)
f/fa I 1
* 5-6lf So, (35)
The theoretical results, therefore, predict that the streamlined body
will be the superior shape In hydrodynaaic perfor&iaoce for the conditions
described In the comparison. The degree of difference la on the order of
23$ In favor of the streamlined body, however It should be emphasised that
these results are valid only for the particular cases chosen*
The most important condition to be noted Is the radius of oscillation \
"£ ", and the variation of the coefficient of drag aa Indicated in Figure 29.
It la possible that for large values of "J * the force on the sphere may be*
come less than that on the streamlined body due to reduction in the coeffi-
cient of drag for the latter shape as "j?" increases, However for both shapes
the limiting value of " X " vill be reached just prior to the object breaking the
water surface. The present theory would no longer apply If the objects were
not completely immersed, since surface effects and loss of buoyant force would
enter the problem.
Tor the sphere the coefficient of drag as a function of mooring radius
(8C) fl 25*'0. , K
(5€) pi ?*M * j«
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is not known but it seems reasonable to believe that It would, be less
dependent on thia parameter than the streamlined body since its cross sec*
tional area normal to the flow is constant as orientation with respect to
the stream flow changes,
Provided this assumption is correct the advantage of the streamlined
body over the spherical body would increase as the radius of oscillation de-
creased since the coefficient of drag and therefore damping factor, increases
significantly in the case of the former shape as M j0 " diminishes.
3* ^ffact of Centerline Depth on Forced Oscillatory Motion
Increasing centerline depth is accomplished by decreasing the radius of
oscillation of the moored body and it is this parameter which appears to have
the most important Influence on the flagging factor for the streamlined body.
The damping factor Is a function of C^ " Jl " and other characteristics
of the body but as indicated by equation (57) the coefficient of drag is also
a function «a* • Q *« As seen in Figure 29 at large radii of oscillation C is
lass sensitive to changes in "J % thia represents shallow centerline depths.
Therefore/large radii of oscillation the damping factor varies approximately
At smaller radii of oscillation C^ increases rapidly as "j?" decreases and
the damping factor is more strongly influenced by this parameter. This may
be expressed approximately aa
Hg «<- CD




Figure 36 shows the variation of the theoretical maximum partially re-
strained force on the object as a function of centerline depth. This Figure
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is « coufcination of theory and experimental values, for each center-
line depth J«^ was computed froia aquation (35). The value of F^ was
then calculated on the basis of eaqperiffletttal values of Tj^ measured In ri-
gidly restrained Usete . Since both a positive and negative value for Pg^
were recorded at each depth, two values of &%& are shown in Figure 36 for
each series of testr runs. The curve connecting these points represents the
theoretical variation of Hm as a function of centerline depth. Xt stay be
frow the Figure that no optistum depth is indicated but a atariram force
does occur near a centerline depth ratio of 3. In & prototype installation
this depth should be avoided.
But of greater significance than ceterline depth in this consideration
is the reduction in " £ " which produced greater centerline depth the most in*
teresting aspect of this study proved to be the marked increase noted in the
coefficient of drag as u J?
n diminished. Several reaso s are considered to be
responsible for this phenomena, these are:
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1) The possibility of earlier separation and greater energy loss as the
mooring radius decreases. Shis appears to be the most ic^ortaat effect caus-
ing the increase in the coefficient of drag. This is not surprising when con-
sideration is given to the flow of streamlines around the body. Figure 37 is
Intended to depict the possible separation that may result as the body causes
greater disturbance to the free flow of fluid around it at snorter radii of
oscillations.
2) The assumptions which lad to the derivation of equation (57) which defines
C , it is based on the criterion of equivalent dlssipative work done during
a cycle. This approximation proved successful when applied to solve the quad*
ratio dating equation of motion. The technique is to replace the quadratic
damping coefficient with an equivalent linear damping coefficient. The ob-
served decremental decay of the free vibrations which are in fact the result
of quadratic damping, are then used to evaluate the coefficient of drag de-
fined In terms of the equivalent linear damping coefficient.
3) She possibility of interference between the object and bottom of the tank
as the radius of oscillation is shortened. £oergy loss in this interaction
would result pro bably in increased drag with decreasing mooring line length.
k) Change in projected area of the body normal to fluid streamlines. The
projected area normal to the flow will increase as the radius is shortened*
This would result in an increase in drag and would be sore accurately reflected
in the product of C and area. But since cross sectional area Is treated as
a constant any Increase in drag would appear only as an increase in the drag
coefficient
.
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The occurence of any or all of the above, aa the radiu© of os-
cillation 1« shortened, nould account for the increase in the coefficient
of drag. The results obtained frc& the application of equation (57) led
to good agreement with eaqperioent and provide a strong argument for the
validity of this equation*
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Figure 36. Variation of Theoretical Maximum Partially Restrained
Force with Centerline Depth Ratio
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a CommendationsT i i 1 1' i " '
The most difficult problem encountered in this study involved the ac-
curate determination of the drag of the scored body, as reflected in the co-
efficient of drag, with changes in the radius of oscillation.
While the coefficient of drag appeared to be adequately defined by e^La-
tion (57) several approximations vera necessary to obtain this solution. These
approximations could be avoided by utilising sore direct methods of measuring
the drag.
As a possibility for further research and a sere direct approach to the
problem it is suggested that an arbitrary shape be caused to rotate with
steady angular velocity, in still water and its drag measured at various radii
of rotation. It would be possible in this manner to isolate the effect of
separation, due to interference with streamlined flow, and bottom interaction
effects. At vary great radii of oscillation the body motion would tend to
approach rectilinear translation, this trend is Indicated in Figure 29 by
flattening of the curve toward the steady state value at the longer radii*
At sero radius of oscillation the body would be rotating about, its own
center of gravity. For this condition it is perhaps most readily apparent
that there will be a much larger drag coefficient than for the case of steady
rectilinear flow.
Although it appears reasonable to expect that the increase in drag at
shorter radii is more severe with elongated bodies than, for instance, spheri-
cal bodies, quantitative information on this aspect of the effect of
is not now available and is suggested aa a topic for further study.
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APP8SDXX A - SAMFXJE CALCUUS'XaSS
HJBMJRAL FRBQUEWCY ASD FORCE KAGHIFXCmQH
Giyea; Test Model under conditions of test ifc
Model and Mooring System Characteristics
» ii » ii «. , mmW i i-S.-»—•> ».».. -^i.- .»
Eteiax s G.208 ft
Total Volume 0.027^ cu.ft (Calculated.)
^s 1.112 ft
Total Weight, mg = 1,070 lbs
Model Weight, ynivs - O.966 lbs
Filer Weight, y^ * 0,104 lbs
Ware Characteristics
H * O.289 ft T » 2.00 sees
L s lk.k$ ft f * 0.500 ops
d • 2.00 ft
Physical constants
Density of water, » 1.9* slugs/cu.ft
Aceri^t^ of .nit*. « a 33.2 ft /**,*
Added sass coefficient, K * 0.05, (C^ = 1.05)
drag coefficient, C^ 0.M6 (tff*** **)
Average Maxi«u& force on rigidly restrained model
FjfcjB * 0.1117 lbs (eo^erixaent
)
mired: Theoretical aaturou. feMMMMNg m& nar±zcnu-«. fast* B*&t4plie*tiSjB
•ST
BUI Si HOT JMD9M
n Sos.c xatiS
(!>»*BjLi«xlJBO.; I 4yS0.0 s muIoV layoff
a<p 00£. C « 'x *r c**.*L
Jt 00. a • A
iaoo aa*% JoAftA
(
pj; »»«aft) S4.0 t*oai©maoo sflTfl
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where A § I * # (25)
and B * (Vol pg - og)i (26)
I a sweat of inertia of nodal about anchor point of ooorlag line.
By the parellal axis theores
Is loo fcl
nbere Iooli the nonant of inertia of the body about its own center of
gravity.
In order to simplify the calculations loo vill be found by treating the
nodal shape aa a solid ellipsoid of revolution of ccnstrnt density. The error
introduced will be cf Kinor oignifleaner since the value of I oo is swell coo-
pered to the value M i 2
**> s k (** +¥f'1 z 0««>2^ slugs ft"
y i*te
ahere, from Figure 13, a - aajor radius • T
b • minor radius * 1.25"
Therefore I = loo + «** a 0.0023H + 0.0*12 - Q.Qfrffifr slug ft2
I* * virtual jraas fijosent of inertia
1' • X p~ol s 0.002655 slag*
J'oo s K ' (ag 4- b
g
) aOe slugs ft2
J" is4
I* * I :oo + * 4




(?S) + I » A
.oo&l softooa to into? xottom &4Xfe S*bw to ci:tfrwi2 to IfMUaas • Z
4Mno«y> aba* I
to wraoo ovo o#i ^i>ods >j£otf ari^ to axfxaai to toaaaa ojU a.c o© I c^tarfv
erf* &ii to»r* *tf Anvot orf XXlv ool oool tMlvoUo etf? ^tJU^plft o# iofir.c «I
nw o*T ,t**«*a* *»*•»* diJ-v.£oT»" to &Joaq£i C3 &£#* a aa »<pd« Iotas
Xloot «X oo I r aoAto saMollLq&U Tnntm to ocf .Lav toaudtactai
fi V k outer •£? oj
.1 ft auieoi
<» l« l|l » ! » -
^1 qpfli fticc o - : r .- +
'




Therefore AU + I' = 0.04354 0.003467 0.04700 slug ft2
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* 2 Trr-l^r P'61? ggs
Horizontal Multiplication Factor Calculation
fa
?H°» ^»2 (fn) (j
(1- It f ) * 4 H2 Jf )^f-(l.(f )21
























MSVmm. B - SAMPLE CALCUU32QS
COEWICIEST OSF DRAa
Given: Test Model Under conditions of test lk free oscillation
Model and Mooring system character1stice
Dtoax * 0.208 ft.
Total Volume = 0.027^ cu ft (calculated)
}* 1.112 ft.
Total Weight lag 1.070 Ibe
Sat Buoyancy H I 0.64o lbs
gaqperimental data from free oscillation record
Ratio of amplitudes of two successive cycles = S^n « 1.H21
75 «
Maxliram horizontal force component associated with ^> Qv
Cioefficient of drag calculation
i«m»»ii 1 «i ii 1 'n— . 1 1 —jay— » 1 m urn 1 n« . »*mi 1
-1 -1
(^oax : tan to * tan FH (58)
*vT 9
-jf
Therefore j^ max = tan %'jffi = Q.aax5 radii
it* & x 3
vhere A »CL0V70 slug ft from Appendix A
Therefore C * O.U80
(57)
«3K»JUCJ&D WU - 5 nOHRIi
aoi^eliloeo wit +1 3**S to aaotxibn>:a flx&l la&oM JasT :aorJ:0
tttfl CVO.X - s« *rJsl»W I#*o*
iS^* 1 s g^V r •sX-'J\s» snriaasoaya art lo «& .£,tsH
aai <#x.o * (H*)or "
I-
(re) fA. ^ jJ~tr^rTf ' G
1 * o
AFPEHDIX C - TSST RESULTS
Run
Centerline Multiplication Factor
Depth (1-12) f/fn Horizontal Vertical
0.291 ft. + —mm + mm*
1 0.833 1.985 1.963 1.022 1.000
2 0.937 2.935 3.150 2.520 2.260
3 0.985 3.230 3.440 3.290 3.440
4 1.061 2.510 2.900 3.660 3.900
5 1.15^ 1.640 1.950 2.620 3.590
6 1.269 1.300 I.360 1.875 3.530
7 1.350 I.080 1.260 2.385 1.872
8 1.412 O.983 1.130 2.385 1.860
9 1.649 0.770 0.650 1.910 1.730
10 1.717 0.770 o.84o 2.362 1.950
11 * 2.425 0*193 0.400 1.910 1.450




13 0.707 2.110 2.481 1.135 1.890
14 0.810 2.190 2.700 I.I80 1.485
15 O.850 2.620 3.160 1.362 1.710
16 0.916 3.160 3*5to 2.360 2.870
17 0.980 3.610 3.900 4.780 6.000
18 1.172 1.225 1.315 2.590 3.260
19 1.304 0.687 1.160 2.330 2.910
20 1.460 0.623 0.662 2.180 2.740
21 2.100 0.582 0.598 1.500 1.890
22 * 2.500 0.194 0.199 6.270 1.942




2h 0.548 1.43tJ 2.025 2.000 3.900
25 0.611 1.420 1.675 2.550 4.670
26 0.634 1.420 1.768 2.550 4.000
27 0.675 1.420 1.850 2.550 3.120
28 0.720 1.700 1.950 1.820 2.225
29 0.784 1.700 2.150 2.505 3.060
30 0.859 2.060 2.435 3.460 3.230
31 0.893 2.180 2.700 5.100 4.670
32 *» 1.032 4.190 7.690 27.300 17.900
33 ** 1.057 5.000 7.180 25.500 15.570
34 1.440 1.020 2.020 16.420 7.500
35 * 1,640 3.190 3.740 16.420 6.290
Slacking in isoOring line
Test Object Struck Botton of Wave Tank on Forward Swing
^-* I I
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